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B~otoOithographic Pattern Definition 
I 
Film Deposition s 
Laser-Assisted Metallization Techniques Are Essentially 
One-Step Processes: 
her-Surface Interaction 
Resulting In 
localized Film Growth 
Potential Advantages of Laser Deposition 
Techniques for Photovoitaic Systems 
High Resolution 
No Photolithography 
Clean And Contamination - Free 
InSitu Sintering 
Low Contact Resistance 
Pyrolytic Deposition (Thermal) 
Laser Chemical Vapor Deposition (LCVD) 
Laser Deposition From Solutions 
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Laser Photodissociation Of Solutions 
Laser Assisted Electroplating 
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Experimental Setup fnr Laser-Assisted Elec::oplating 
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Laser Power Dependence of Electroplated Spot Size 
Plating Current = 1 m 
Dwell Time = 5 sac 
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Summary of Laser-Assisted 
Electroplating Results 
Novel Technique For Greatly Enhancing Local Plating 
Rates - Yield Fine-line, Directly-Written Patterns With 
Excellent Adhesion 
Multiple Rapid Laser Scans Yield Finer. More Even Line 
And Higher Local Plating Rate Than Single Slow Scan 
(Same Total Exposure Time) 
Plated Linewidth Depends On Laser Power, Plating 
Current, And Electrolyte Level 
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Line Width vs Laser Power and Substrate Temperature 
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Laser Metallization Process 
1. Make Solut ion Of Silver Neodecanoate (Obtained From 
G.M. And R.W. Vest) I n  Xylene 
2. Spin Onto Diffused, Coated Si l icon Wafers 
At 1000 rpm 
3. Decompose F i lm Locally Wi th Argon-ion Laser To 
Form Comb Metal l izat ion Patterns 
- Laser Power = 8W 
- Spot Size = 50 p m  
- Scan Speed = 20 cm/s 
- Scan Overlap (Contact Pads) = 60% 
- Deposited Silver Thickness = 400 
4. Electroplate Selectvely Onto Patterns 
- Plated Silver Thickness = 8 prn 
5. Define Mesas To Iso late Cells And Characterize Cells 
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Lighted I-V Data for Unsintered Laser-Metallized Cells 
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Lighted I-V Data for Unsintered Baseline Cells 
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Comparison of Laser-Metallized and Baseline 
Cells Lighted I-V Data 
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Lighted I-V Characteristics of Laser-Metallized Solar Cell 
Dark I-V Data for Baseline Cells 
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Conclusions 
High Quality Solar Cells Obtained By laser 
Metallization Technique 
- Non-AR-Coated Cell Efficiency = 11.1% 
In-Sitb Sin.wing Occurs During laser W~it ing Process 
- Ser ks i .  zsistance Of her-Metallized Cells 
CtSJ(rH 
Finer Linen Should Yield Higher Efficiencies 
- Laser-Written Linewidths = 50 pm 
-- Baseline Linewidths = 25 pm 
- Cornpat able Eff iciencies Despite Greater Cell 
Shadowing In Laser-Metallized 011s 
